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Profiles 
To better meet the requirements of each application, the TINA doors frames
are available in different ranges of profiles: LUMINA All glass or with thin profiles,
G25 or G38 profiles.

These profiles ranges are especially designed to comply with the safety standards
in force (ex: finger trapped in the door). The standard frames are mounted with
a neoprene seal (non-silicon) that enables the glass to be replaced quickly.  

The G38 range is a robust solution which makes thick isolating glazing up
to 26 mm possible. A key locking (European cylinder) can also be mounted
with these profiles. 

NAVIBLU Multi-function
remote control

Remote control S Infrared key 6-position
key selector

JANUS / COLIBRI
detectors

Controls and activation devices
To provide the optimal solution for your project, the product is offered
with a large choice of controls and detection devices.  

The ultra-high frequency radars provide completely discrete, reliable,
high-performance detection. The self-controlled infrared barriers detect
any presence in the passage or any obstacle preventing the door leaves from closing.
Moreover, 2 safety terminal strips can be used independently to manage safety
while the door is opening and closing.

Inputs/Outputs modules offer even greater flexibility whilst enabling additional systems
to be connected (NO/NC, indoor and outdoor IR barriers and curtains).

NAVIBLU, a real control console
Fitted with a wide LCD screen offering a high level
of brightness, NAVIBLU can be installed directly onto
the casing, or located remotely on a wall.
It communicates with the door in a highly universal
language, consisting solely of pictograms, figures 
and international measuring units.

NAVIBLU is equipped with an IR receiver enabling
IR keys or IR remote control to be learnt (up to 20).
The S remote control makes it possible to control the
display unit from a distance, with the same browsing
possibilities as when you are using the display unit
itself.

Access to the various functions is instantaneous and
is very easy to use thanks to a single navigation button
(choice of operating modes, settings of the door,
historic consultation of defects and counters,
automatic entries diagnosis, etc.).

TINA redefines the concept for a high-performance automatic door
that is practical and easy to install.

TINA is available as single or double sliding versions,
with or without side screens. 

Its performance characteristics and its flexibility 
make it a reference in its class: its compact 10 cm
drive unit moves heavy leaves weighing
up to 2 x 120 kg.

The removable covers on both sides of the detector cover
provide easy access to the drive unit without disrupting
the door’s operation or the detection system. 

DOUBLE
SLIDING

SINGLE
SLIDING

Comprehensive equipment that is completely
convenient and provides full operational
safety for users: 

All the standard functions are accessible and can be parameterised
without any specific tool. The user can use simplified
or multi-functional control systems depending on his or her needs.  

NAVIBLU, which is a real control console, is available on TINA2
door, opening up the possibility of new functionalities
and making it very easy to control and parameterise.

Plug and play pre-cabled,
pre-mounted sub-units
The TINA operator is designed based on independent
modules that are connected to a single, compact
logic group. Pre-cabled, pre-mounted sub-units
facilitate installing it. The lock and the motor have a
plug and play function, then they are automatically
recognised when connected.

Motor/Locking/Fail safe locking Group
• A bi-stable electric lock secures the door leaves

when closing a shop at the end of the day. It also
allows a secure opening for an all-night pharmacy. 

• For buildings offering overnight accommodation,
a fail safe lock is available that opens the door leaves
in the event of an emergency, in accordance with the
regulations in force concerning public buildings.

Logic Group
• An emergency battery ensures that the door can

operate in case of power failure. 
• The Inputs/Outputs modules offer a high degree of

flexibility, making it possible to connect IR curtains
and barriers, or any other sort of NO/NC system:
controls for air conditioning systems, metal curtains,
access control systems, door code keypad controls,
etc. TINA2 is equipped with a function for disabled
people that complies with the Accessibility regulation
issued by the SNFPSA (French National Association
for Shutters, Sun Protection and Related
Professions). Any audio or visual signalling device
can be connected, which provides greater
convenience and safety for users with visual
or hearing impairments. 

• In accordance with French regulation CO48,
an elastic device opens the door without using any
external energy source.

Active infrared security
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